Guidelines for preparation of synopsis for Dissertation (LLB 502)

1. Synopsis to be spiral bound and cover page as per Annexure I
2. Number of pages in the synopsis to be between 12 and 15
3. The synopsis must contain, in strict chronological order
   i.   Introduction
   ii.  Statement of Problem
   iii. Objectives of Research (3-5 objectives)
   iv.  Research Questions (3-5)
   v.   Survey of Literature (10 sources 5 books/5 articles)
   vi.  Hypothesis /Hypotheses (100 – 120 words in bullet points)
   vii. Research Methodology (100 – 150 words)
   viii. Tentative Chapterization (5 chapter)
   ix.   Bibliography / Webliography
4. The citation styles shall be followed as per ALSD Research Manual.
   I.  Font - Times New Roman
   II. Font size – 12
   III. Spacing – 1.5
   IV. 01 inch margin on all four sides
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